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GENERAL CIRCULAR LETTER 531—DECEMBER 22, 2008

TO:

Members of the Bureau

RE:

Wisconsin Worker’s Compensation Insurance Pool Fund

Enclosed is an eleven-year summary for the Wisconsin Worker’s Compensation Insurance
Pool Fund on a calendar/accident year basis. This exhibit reflects an actuarial evaluation
of Pool losses including IBNR. This review is intended to present a more complete picture
of the Wisconsin Pool, so that member carriers can better understand their obligations.
The last report to member companies showed a surplus of $9,195,101 at year-end 2006
which was declared but not levied.
Year-end 2007 shows a surplus of $13,135,298. The adjusted value of the fund of
$287,138,911 was 105% of the target fund value of $274,003,613. If the adjusted value of
net assets is greater than 90% and less than 110%, the Pool rules require that a
disbursement be declared but not paid in an amount sufficient to bring the fund to the target
fund value. Therefore, a disbursement of $13,135,298 was declared but will not be
distributed in 2008. The Pool distributes or assesses excesses and deficits on the basis of
insurance activities of current member companies reported over the prior ten years. The
most recent assessment was made based on the December 31, 2003 results. Since this
assessment, the Pool has generated a cumulative (four year) surplus of $16,533,074.
Exhibit 7 displays the four year results.
Each member carrier will be receiving a Pool statement showing its share of the 2007
surplus, allocated to the prior 10 accident years, and based on the carrier's market share of
written premiums in each respective year.
As of December 31, 2007, the total assets of the Pool Fund were $329,814,048 with
liabilities of $7,958,741, resulting in a Fund Balance of $321,855,307.

Sincerely,
Ralph Herrmann
President

